
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
OZLAND GROUP SOLUTIONS SUPPORTING AUSTRALIAN CHARITABLE ORGANISATIONS  
AND SOCIAL ENTERPRISES 
 
Ozland Group Solutions truly believes that great partnerships come from the heart, as well as the head.   
 
Ozland Group Solutions CEO, James Carlile says caring for their customers and community has been at the core of the 
organisation from the very beginning. 
 
“We connect with people and businesses on a personal level.  First understanding who they are, so we can better understand what 
they’re trying to achieve.  We’re passionate about creating lasting partnerships with our clients, team and our communities” he said. 
 
In keeping with Ozland’s brand vision of putting people, diversity and sustainability first, Group Managing Director, Ben Robert says 
the company has specifically chosen to engage the services of social benefit suppliers and organisations whose social mission is 
centred on benefiting people who are considered disadvantaged in their local community. 
 
“Far from being just a charity attempt, these services, individuals and communities have really helped us grow and thrive as a 
company” said Ben. 
 
Ozland Group Solutions is a major sponsor of The Chappell Foundation, which raises funds to give to those who provide refuge, 
nourishment and a better future for thousands of young Australians without a roof over their heads.  
 
“We are now working with the charities they support to see where we can offer employment opportunities” said CEO, James Carlile. 
Another charity Ozland Group Solutions supports is Uniform4Kids a charity focusing on getting local people in the community who 
love to sew to make clothing for underprivileged kids.  
 
“It is our intent to recycle our uniforms through Uniform4Kids in addition to providing financial support” said James. Ozland also 
announced last month, their shareholding in Dundee Rock Services, a majority Aboriginal owned and Supply Nation registered 
business. 
 
“Together we are passionate about training and mentoring Indigenous people to achieve meaningful and sustainable careers. We 
seek to improve the opportunities and economic outcomes available to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples through 
relevant training and development in the communities in which we operate, thereby leading to employment, social and cultural 
outcomes” said Ozland Group Solutions, CEO, James Carlile. Other charities Ozland Group Solutions supports includes Aruma 
Disability Services and the Cancer Council. 
 

 
 


